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1. Schengen evaluation of Italy
   - Draft Council conclusions on the follow up to the Schengen evaluation conducted in 2004
     5709/07 SCHEVAL 22 COMIX 87
     14503/2/06 REV 2 SCHEVAL 158 COMIX 876
     approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 31.01.07

2. Report from the Committee provided for in Article 16 of the CIS Convention regarding the efficiency and effectiveness of the Customs Information System (CIS) for the period of 1 September 2005 to 31 October 2006
   5672/07 ENFOCUSTOM 12
   14694/2/06 REV 2 ENFOCUSTOM 77
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 31.01.07

   5674/07 ENFOCUSTOM 13
   5057/07 ENFOCUSTOM 2 (en)
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 31.01.07
4. Audit Report and discharge for the period of 1 January 2005 - 31 December 2005
   5347/07 EUROPOL 6
   16330/06 EUROPOL 101(en)
   + ADD 1 (en)
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 31.01.07

5. Council Decision amending the Council Decision of 27 March 2000 authorising the Director of Europol to enter into negotiations on agreements with third States and non EU-related bodies
   5353/07 EUROPOL 7
   5328/07 EUROPOL 4
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 31.01.07

6. Draft Agreement between Europol and Australia
   5342/07 EUROPOL 5
   5129/07 EUROPOL 3
   + ADD 1
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 31.01.07

7. Reports on experience of trafficking in human beings in connection with the 2006 World Cup in Germany
   5611/07 CRIMORG 17 MIGR 6
   5006/1/07 REV 1 CRIMORG 1 MIGR 1
   5008/07 CRIMORG 2 MIGR 2
   + COR 1
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 31.01.07

8. Network for SIS, SIRENE and VISION
   5794/1/07 REV 1 SIRIS 19 VISA 33 COMIX 105
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 07.02.07

   5684/07 N 2 ISL 3 JAI 40 SCHENGEN 5 FRONTEXT 2 FIN 29
   ASIM 6 DATAPROTECT 5
   5489/07 N 1 ISL 2 JAI 27 SCHENGEN 2 FRONTEXT 1 FIN 21
   ASIM 4 DATAPROTECT 4
   + COR 1 (fi)
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 07.02.07
10. Authorisation to open negotiations for an agreement between the EU and the United States of America on the use of passenger name records (PNR) data to prevent and combat terrorism and related crime, and other serious crimes that are transnational in nature, including organised crime

5997/07 JAI 55 USA 10 RELEX 75 AVIATION 30
      DATAPROTECT 6
      RESTREINT UE

approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 14.02.07


6166/07 JAI 67 CATS 12 COHOM 15 COEST 39
16241/06 JAI 671 CATS 187 COHOM 188 COEST 345 OC 994
      + REV 1 (nl)
      + REV 2 (fi)
      + REV 3 (bg)
      + REV 4 (el)

approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 14.02.07

12. Draft Council Decision authorising the Commission to open negotiations with the Council of Europe, for the conclusion of an agreement concerning cooperation between the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights and the Council of Europe

6150/07 JAI 66 CATS 11 COHOM 14 COEST 37 FIN 46
      + COR 1 (fi)

RESTREINT UE
RESTREINT EU

approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 14.02.07

13. Draft Council Joint Action extending the mandate of the European Union Special Representative for Sudan

5679/07 PESC 91 COSDP 65 COAFR 28
5125/07 PESC 12 COSDP 4 COAFR 4

approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 14.02.07

14. Draft Council Joint Action appointing the European Union Special Representative for the African Great Lakes

5682/07 PESC 94 COAFR 29 COSDP 67
5246/07 PESC 24 COAFR 9 COSDP 18

approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 14.02.07

15. Draft Council Joint Action extending and amending the mandate of the European Union Special Representative for Central Asia

5681/07 PESC 93 COEST 22
5332/07 PESC 38 COEST 9

approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 14.02.07
16. Draft Council Joint Action extending and amending the mandate of the European Union Special Representative for the South Caucasus
   5676/07 PESC 88 COEST 20
   5128/07 PESC 15 COEST 6
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 14.02.07

17. Draft Council Joint Action appointing the European Union Special Representative for the Republic of Moldova
   5680/07 PESC 92 COEST 21 COSDP 66
   5124/07 PESC 11 COEST 5 COSDP 3
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 14.02.07

18. Draft Council Joint Action extending and amending the mandate of the European Union Special Representative for the Middle East Peace Process
   5677/07 PESC 89 COMEP 4
   5127/07 PESC 14 COMEP 1
   + COR 1 (fi)
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 14.02.07

19. Draft Council Joint Action extending and amending the mandate of the European Union Special Representative in the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
   5271/07 PESC 32 COWEB 8
   + REV 1 (nl)
   5126/07 PESC 13 COWEB 6
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 14.02.07

20. Draft Council Joint Action extending the mandate of the European Union Special Representative for Afghanistan
    5678/07 PESC 90 COASI 8
    + COR 1
    5123/07 PESC 10 COASI 2
    approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 14.02.07

    16730/1/06 REV 1 AMLAT 110 PVD 53 WTO 272
    16522/06 AMLAT 108 PVD 51 WTO 267
    approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 14.02.07